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MTASA’s biennial summer conference is the highlight of its PD offerings in terms of sustained 

development of topics over several sessions. Generally, MTASA’s PD comprises half day sessions, often 

around 3 hours in total. The Summer Conference on this occasion offered for example around 16 hours 

on the topic of “Beyond the Instrument: Musicianship in private lessons”.  

A few years ago, MTASA changed the focus of this biennial event from “Summer School” to “Summer 

Conference” with the intention of fostering more networking and debate amongst participants and also 

encouraging a wider variety of presentations during the conference given by MTASA members 

themselves. A more pro-active positive contribution from participants was sought rather than one based 

simply on them being passive receptors of given wisdom.  

As a result, the 2020 conference also contained a good variety of presentations that adhered less closely 

to “Beyond the Instrument: Musicianship in private lessons” than was the case with the two keynote 

presenters.  

For instance, Sue Fox from the TRB updated participants on “Registration and Special Authorities”, a 

subject of major interest to a large number of them including the writer. The TRB’s “Special Authority to 

Teach a Musical Instrument” – amongst all the special authorities - has undergone some special 

attention from the TRB in recent years in its relationship to the place of Registered Teachers, we were 

told. It remains in place more or less as previously without the necessity for 20 hours PD which was 

formerly required with Restricted Registration. It must be renewed every 3 years. Once called 

“Restricted Registration” the distinction in nomenclature between Registered and Special Authority is 

now probably clearer to the public. MTASA has certainly tethered its full membership to the “Special 

Authority” TRB category and conference participants were probably relieved no further changes are 

contemplated in the near future.  

Another presentation slightly tangential to the conference topic was given by Amelia Monaghan on 

“Dep ED IM Programs throughout SA”. As one of the Lead Teachers on the IM staff she broadened 

listeners knowledge and awareness of how IM operates in terms of employing music teachers. Some 

might have been surprised to learn that temporary vacancies caused by unavailability of contracted IM 

staff were often filled by a brief phone call to known qualified instrumental teachers and that such work 

frequently led to more permanent employment for the relieving teacher. By no means all “private  
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providers” of instrumental musical tuition in schools are ambitious to join the Dep ED IM for various 

reasons. However, some of the younger less established conference participants certainly appeared 

interested in the concept of making themselves known to IM managers in this way. 

The conference’s two Keynote Speakers were Susan Head, Orff Schulwerk specialist and one of the last 

graduates produced by the renowned Doreen Bridges and Alice Yap, founding director of the Musikinder 

Art School in Singapore in 2005.  

The principal thrust of MTASA’s conference topic lay towards broadening pupils’ learning experience in 

instrumental lessons beyond the simple “learning how to play” a musical instrument. Historically, and 

unsurprisingly, instrumental tuition began as practical instruction on how to play a particular instrument 

well and how to improve those “skills”. There was, in the nineteenth century, great emphasis on rote 

learning and repetitive practising under a teacher’s “direction”. Such teaching undoubtedly produced 

results with some pupils and given the enormous increase in instrumental lessons being given during the 

nineteenth century, it was probably considered sufficient to enable musical performance to reach a level 

necessary for a social skill.  

Such social skills no longer apply and instrumental lessons now need to have a broader content that 

equips pupils not only to play an instrument but also to appreciate various musical genres, read music 

well enough to learn new pieces by themselves and even compose their own songs. Self-sufficiency is 

the goal for pupils to attain. 

Susan Head concentrated on topics connected with “whole Body Learning” – an approach involving 

movement, singing and playing that captures all senses on the pathway forwards. Consequently, even 

piano pupils (notoriously sedentary) gain better general appreciation of the world of music that 

generates such vitality and rhythm. 

Alice Yap also promotes a holistic approach, focusing on traditional educational tools such as Gardner’s 

multiple intelligences but moulding her thinking towards creativity in particular, an area rich in 

possibilities for primary years learners. Looking beyond the given to new horizons is especially 

motivating for music pupils whose gaze has solely been on perfecting traditional skills.  

Conversations amongst MTASA members during breaks and afterwards has demonstrated that they are 

very willing to explore these avenues using some of the tools provided during the conference. The writer 

felt vindicated in his views and empowered to further promote these broad approaches in his own 

teaching.  

These tools are especially useful in schools where he operates, such as Torrensville Primary, where the 

children have only limited classroom musical experience and instrumental lessons given by both the  
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Department of Education Instrumental Music and various private providers take the main responsibility 

for music education. 

Instrumental instruction that serves to open up the world of music more broadly for learners offers the 

means whereby learners can function more successfully as they move through their own lives. 
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